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Green Technology Part 3 (2015):
The Star (cont.):
KWAP eyeing Magna land?
Monday, 6 April 2015
By: INTAN FARHANA ZAINUL
PETALING JAYA: Fresh from acquiring its first property in Malaysia, the Retirement Fund Inc (KWAP)
is believed to be eyeing Magna Prima Bhd’s Lai Meng School land in Jalan Ampang. According to
sources, the deal came about as Magna Prima was also looking to divest the freehold property
measuring 1.06ha that is situated close to the iconic Petronas twin towers. Property consultants said
that land values in the Kuala Lumpur city centre (KLCC) area were a bit soft and cost between
RM3,200 and RM3,500 per sq ft (psf). But Magna Prima was looking at the higher end of the band.
“The valuation range puts the piece of land at between RM360mil to RM400mil. But Magna Prima
has gone to the market looking at the higher end of the range ,” a source said. Magna Prima
acquired the land five years ago for RM148.2mil cash, or around RM1,350 per sq ft. But the
acquisition also came with the obligation for Magna Prima to build a new Lai Meng school in Bukit
Jalil which means the cost to the developer is higher.
KGV International Property Consultants Sdn Bhd executive director Anthony Chua said that at the
current market, the price for development land in the Kuala Lumpur city centre area could go as low
as RM3,000 psf and up to RM3,500 psf. “The Lai Meng School land is located at a strategic area,
which is a stone’s throw away from KLCC. It is one of the prime parcels along the Jalan Ampang
stretch. It has a sizeable area suitable for any type of development and there are not many of that
size left,” he told StarBiz. The Lai Meng land is seen as strategic located next to Hotel Maya and less
than 1km walk to KLCC. However, the drawback is that there is a cemetery at the rear end of the
land. But Chua said that having a cemetery should not be a big issue.
According to sources, KWAP is biding for the land at the range of about RM3,300 psf which could see
the government-linked investment fund forking out at least RM376.6mil, if it secures the bid. The
highest transacted price for development land around the KLCC area that has been disclosed is
RM3,300 psf. In November 2013, Singapore listed developer, Oxley Holdings Ltd bought a 3.2-acre
piece of land in Jalan Ampang for RM3,300 psf, or RM446.7mil. The company bought the land, that is
down the raod from KLCC and separated from the Petronas Twin Towers by a Chinese temple and
Wisma Central, from Loke Wan Yat estate.
Both KWAP and Magna Prima have yet to reply to questions from StarBiz.
Last year, Magna Prima secured a plot ratio of 1:12 for the land from the Kuala Lumpur City Council,
which means that the company can build up to 12 times the size of the land. Magna Prima had an
ambitious plan to build a 60-storey twin towers on the land, with a combined gross development
value of RM1.8bil. One of the towers is to comprise a mixture of serviced apartments, hotel and
offices, while the other tower is expected to be a Grade A office building with Green Building Index
elements. However, according to sources close to the low-profile property developer, the project
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was too big for it to handle as it needed large funding. Magna Prima had a cash and cash equivalent
of RM46mil as at Dec 31, 2014, with borrowings of up to RM543.33mil as at end of last year from
RM286.5mil at end-2013.
If KWAP secures the Lai Meng School land, it would be its first foray into the local property
development scene as prior to this it had only acquired completed properties for investments. This
comes as KWAP had been reported to be looking for opportunities to acquire plots of land with
development potential following a revision to its investment guideline that allows it to undertake
construction of property development. The pension fund, which has an asset size of RM107.68bil as
at Sept 30, 2014, had recently acquired its maiden property in Malaysia, the 39-storey Integra
Tower, which is part of The Intermark development, for RM1.065bil.
The pension fund currently owns or co-owns nine commercial properties overseas – six in Australia
and three in London. It has allocated between 6% and 8% of its total fund to invest in domestic and
international property.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/04/06/KWAP-eyeing-Magnaland/?style=biz
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Keen interest in property fair
BY CAITLYN NG LI YUIN AND MANGALESRI CHANDRAN
The PROPERTY sector may have lost a little of the sizzle it enjoyed over the last few years, but
developers are optimistic that demand for residential property will continue to remain strong this
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year. These days, buying a home is more than just about square footage. Developers are well aware
of the need for product differentiation as consumers are also looking at amenities, security and
lifestyle elements in the quest for a safe and comfortable home. Certainly, last weekend’s
StarProperty.my Fair 2015 at a hotel in Puchong, Selangor provided property developers with a good
platform to woo homebuyers with their brand of unique home elements.
Some of the top property developers who exhibited their recent launches at The Star Property.my
Fair 2015 included Tropicana Corporation Bhd, Titijaya Land Bhd, IJM Land Bhd, Matrix Concepts
Holdings Bhd, Mah Sing Group Bhd, UEM Sunrise Bhd and Eng Han Property Sdn Bhd. UEM Sunrise
displayed their flagship project Symphony Hills, a boutique development located in Cyberjaya with
state-of-the-art fibre-optic infrastructure to enable smart-home conveniences. UEM Sunrise acting
chief marketing officer, Zadil Hanief Mohamad Zaidi, also noted that green technology is
incorporated in most of the firm’s developments, including Symphony Hills and Verdi EdoDominium, which are Green Building Index (GBI) certified.
“Our developments are designed with the guidelines of Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED). We are also deploying our UEM Sunrise Auxiliary Police,” he added. The developer
also recently launched its affordable home project in Johor via the Johor Affordable Housing or
Rumah Mampu Milik Johor (RMMJ) iniatiative. Titijaya promoted its H20 Residences, which sits
among the last plot of freehold land in Petaling Jaya.
Also showcased at the fair was IOI Properties Group Bhd’s Puteri Hills and Skyz Residence. IOI
Properties senior sales and marketing manager Mohd Ezuddin Sami’an said Skyz Residence is an ecofriendly project located at the highest peak in Puchong, allowing for an unobstructed view of the city
skyline. With projects aimed at first-time home owners, Sami’an noted that it was important for first
home-buyers to examine a developer’s track record and reliability before making a decision to
purchase. “Try to visit the site and show units to ensure that the facilities and amenities are
sufficient,” he added.
IOI Properties is also currently focused on the Bangi-Semenyih corridor where land is still affordable.
Eng Han Property Sdn Bhd, first-time participant at the StarProperty.my Fair, also addressed
concerns regarding affordability, as director Pua Kai Han urged property hunters with budget
constraints to consider properties in the outskirts since “prices there are still affordable.” He added
that property with good accessibility will have good capital appreciation over time and it should be
thoroughly considered before obtaining a property. Eng Han Property promoted its high-rise project
in Penampang, Sabah, as well as its Taman Denai @ Puchong and Taman Titi Heights @ Penang
projects. Pua mentioned that the response at the fair was overwhelming and the firm was definitely
looking forward to participating in more upcoming StarProperty.my fairs.
To sweeten the deal for buyers, developers offered various promotional campaigns and packages at
the recent fair. These included the “Dream Investment” campaign by Tropicana, where six lucky
winners stood a chance to purchase key properties at half-price, and special packages by Mah Sing
for its Icon City project. Besides that, DK-MY Properties offered a 7% rebate and free legal fees for
visitors, while Matrix Concepts showcased its Bandar Sri Sendayan @ Seremban and offered free
club membership for its residents. Visitors who signed up to purchase a property at the fair also
stood a chance to win cash vouchers. Many came away with interesting information from the series
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of insightful talks held during the three-day event. The talks covered a wide variety of topics, all
presented by knowledgeable experts in their respective fields.
On the first day, Jacky Cheng took the crowd through his “Property Market Overview”. Joshua Kang’s
topic was “Increase the Value of Your Property Through Building Inspection” and Ahyat Ishak talked
about the “Seven Mistakes in Buying Property”. Other talks presented covered topics such as “Tax
Awareness in Property Investment”, “Maximising Your Borrowing Capacity”, “Busting the Myth of
GST”, “Back to Basics: Five Keys to Succeed in Property Investment” and “Vasthu Sastra Indian Feng
Shui”. In his talk titled “Malaysian Property Market and Propenomy of Investment Grade Products”,
Dr Daniele Gambero, CEO and co-founder of strategic marketing consultancy firm REI Group of
Companies, noted that Malaysia was gaining ground as one of the most attractive places for
residential and commercial developments. “We have genuine buyers who need to compete with
investors and speculators driving up market prices. “There should be a balance between properties
that are developed for the high-end, mid-end and low-end markets so that a solution can be found
for Malaysians to own property,” Gambero said.
ID King Academy’s Adrian Wee touched on how homebuyers need to have a set budget in mind and
work backwards in his talk “Save Money Before You Get Your Keys”. “Bring along your complete
renovation and interior designing ideas to a few contractors so that you will receive proper
quotations to choose from. “In that way, you will then be able to start work on your unit
immediately, thus saving time and costs,” Wee said. As a rule of thumb, cosmetic renovations should
only cost 10% of the property’s purchase price and the time spent on the work should be less than
four to eight weeks. Structural renovations, on the other hand, should only cost 30% of the
property’s purchase price and the time spent on the work should be less than eight to twelve weeks.
Meanwhile, BDO Malaysia executive director for tax, Christopher Low, expects inflation to rise for
the first few months after the implementation of GST, as evident through the experiences of other
countries. Since property developers will incur 6% on their side, Low opined that it was “better to
buy a property now before the GST because theoretically, when GST rolls around, your property will
then be 6% cheaper than that of the property developer’s”. For more information on the next
StarProperty.my Fair, log on to the fair.starproperty.my.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Metro-Biz/2015/03/13/Keen-interest-in-property-fair-TheStarPropertymy-Fair-2015-features-exhibitions-by-major-developers/

Published: Friday March 6, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Friday March 6, 2015 MYT 8:21:08 AM

CNY bash in M’sia’s tallest warehouse
BY JAROD LIM
PKT Logistics Group Sdn Bhd’s annual Chinese New Year open house is made merrier with the
preview of its state-of-the-art warehouse called the Lighthouse. Guests were treated to a tour of the
18,000sq m 15-storey building. Company group chief executive officer and managing director Datuk
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Michael Tio said the Lighthouse was the third and newest building in the One Logistics Hub in Shah
Alam, which consists of two other buildings — The Ship and The Waves. “The unique part of the
Lighthouse is that the building incorporates education in a working environment.
The Lighthouse campus, which shares the same premises as PKT’s warehouse, collaborates with
University of Hull in the United Kingdom. It offers students logistics and business courses, said Tio.
He added, “Among its facilities are a 191-pax capacity auditorium, lecture halls, computer labs, a
library, student discussion rooms, activity centres and recreational area including a Sky Spa, Sky Deck
and Sky Gym. “Renovations are expected to be completed soon and we are ready for student intake
this year.
The Lighthouse has received the Green Building Index (GBI) Gold Rating certification and declared
the tallest warehouse in Malaysia by the Malaysia Book of Records. The third and newest building
completes the One Logistics Hub with The Ship and The Waves to form a beacon of hope.
During the Chinese New Year do, staff and guests were entertained with various activities and they
made a beeline for food at several stalls. Lion dancers pulled off a remarkable performance and
guests gasped everything they managed to successfully land a stunt. The God of Prosperity were also
there, handing out mandarin oranges to the guests.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/03/06/CNY-bash-in-Msias-tallest-warehouseLogistics-group-hosts-open-house-at-its-15storey-distribution-ce/

Published: Thursday March 5, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Thursday March 5, 2015 MYT 9:19:29 AM

Classy condo with butler and concierge services
PJD Group, one of the country’s leading housing developers, is set to complete its flagship project,
Woodsbury @ Harbour Place, in 2017. The project in Jalan Chain Ferry, Butterworth, Penang, is the
fifth prestigious project by PJD subsidiary, PJD Eastern Land Sdn Bhd, after the completion of Park
View Tower, Sea View Tower, Ocean View Residences and Wellesley Residences, all at Harbour
Place. Senior project manager Chan Heng Wai said the project when completed would have two
towers of 37 storeys (Tower A) and 40 storeys (Tower B) with a total of 420 units. “Purchasers have a
choice of studio apartments, two bedroom apartments, three bedroom apartments and penthouses
with prices starting from RM295,000.
“The built-up area ranges from 550 sq ft (studio units), 750 sq ft to 950 sq ft (2 bedroom
apartments), 1,250 sq ft (3 bedroom apartments) and 1,700 sq ft to 2,500 sq ft for penthouses,” he
said. Chan added that for a cozy, comfortable and convenient stay, the project also offers butler and
concierge services which make the owners feel like it is a holiday even when they are actually at
home. “At present, the project with a gross development value (GDV) of RM173mil has been
completed up to Level 10.”
Woodsbury @ Harbour Place, he said, would be the biggest residential building in Butterworth and
the company was in the midst of extending its development along Jalan Chain Ferry by increasing its
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existing land bank. Chan said the project embodied the finer thoughts of design by integrating the
necessary ‘green’ features to enhance the quality of life. “The fine architecture and building
structure of the project have been designed to have minimal impact on the natural surroundings and
to ensure a reduced carbon footprint. “Going green also makes Woodsbury the first development
project in Butterworth to be Green Building Index certified,” he added.
PJD began developing the 12.14ha Harbour Place with a GDV of more than RM1bil 10 years ago and
is touted as the first metro-city with commercial and leisure components. To know more about the
project, visit the Star Property Fair 2015 from March 12 to March 15 at the Sunway Carnival Mall and
Sunway Convention Centre, from 10am to 10pm.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/03/05/In-a-community-of-elite-Classy-condowith-butler-and-concierge-services/

Published: Wednesday March 4, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Friday March 20, 2015 MYT 12:19:50 PM

Govt buildings that's far from the usual institutional monolith (For full article click the link
below)

Naturally cool: The folding fan-inspired steel roof over the Sanctuary Garden at the Socso
Rehabilitation Centre in Malacca acts as a wind tunnel and promotes air flow. Photos: SAM
THAM/The Star
We are at the Socso Rehabilitation Centre in Malacca, the biggest and first such centre in Malaysia,
and probably South-East Asia, that combines medical and vocational rehabilitation with an allied
health institute. It is also the first rehab centre under Socso, which has 6.4 million contributors now.
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The main administration building has a high ceiling that promotes air flow and a cooling effect.
“The whole concept of this rehab centre is in line with our objectives. We don’t want to just pay out
compensation and pensions, or merely give treatments to Socso contributors. We want to offer
them a second chance in life after an accident. “We want to give them the opportunity to return to
their jobs or at least equip them with living skills to manage themselves and be independent,” says
Datuk K. Selvarajah, Socso chief executive officer and director general, during an interview in Kuala
Lumpur after our tour of the centre. More than that, the centre – located in Malacca’s Bandar Hijau,
Hang Tuah Jaya – is proudly a green building.
“It’s a good location, not very far from the Klang Valley. The piece of land was developed by Yayasan
Melaka, who offered it to us. Bandar Hijau is a new growth area and we are one of the pioneer
institutions there,” says Selvarajah. “The whole area is a green zone and is designated for
institutional buildings. Going green is the order of the day and we wanted to adhere to the
Government’s objectives of being environmentally-friendly,” he adds. The administration building is
certified under Malaysia’s Green Building Index (GBI), the green rating tool for buildings to promote
sustainability in the built environment.
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An inviting entrance to the staff cafeteria, which features (inset above) a high-curved aluminiumstrip roof to allow the maximum movement of air.
According to greenbuildingindex.org, a “Green building focuses on increasing the efficiency of
resource use – energy, water and materials – while reducing impact on human health and the
environment during the building’s life cycle through better siting, design, construction, operation,
maintenance and removal”.
The firm that designed the centre is Arte Axis Design Group, which consists of Anuar Aziz Architect,
Arte Axis Atelier and Arte Axis Interior. The centre’s facades are built with low-e (low-emissivity)
glass panels, which reflect 60% to 70% of heat. The cost of these panels for the administration block
alone is RM6mil but, as Selvarajah points out: “They may cost quite a lot but in the long run, it will
save electricity costs.” Mokhlis Abdul Rahim, resident architect with Anuar Aziz Architect, explains
further: “The low-e glass panels are a key feature of this project. This type of glass reflects heat,
leading to lower energy needed to cool a room. It takes about five to seven years to get energy
savings back from the low-e glass, so it is a viable solution in the long run,” says Mokhlis.
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The centre’s surau features an ‘enlightenment-based’ design concept — the roof curves towards
Mecca, and perforated walls allow a connection with the outdoors while letting in light and air.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Features/2015/03/04/Govt-building-thats-a-breath-of-freshair/

Published: Sunday February 22, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Sunday February 22, 2015 MYT 11:57:33 AM

KDU campus at Utropolis (For full article click the link below)
KDU UC’s Glenmarie campus currently houses five schools, namely the School of Hospitality, Tourism
and Culinary Arts; School of Computing and Creative Media; School of Communication and Creative
Arts; School of Engineering; and School of Business. With its strong reputation for culinary
programmes, it is no wonder that the institution has invested in some impressive facilities for
training aspiring chefs - ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ kitchens, a wine laboratory, a pastry kitchen, an ice-carving
room, a molecular kitchen, as well as fine dining restaurant and a coffee laboratory.
Meanwhile, budding game developers would be interested in the teaching labs which are fully
equipped with Alienware, the renowned manufacturer of hardware designed specifically for gaming.
The campus also boasts of being environmentally-friendly, as it has been awarded a provisional
Green Building Index certification for incorporating sustainable design such as a rainwater harvesting
system and maximising the use of natural sunlight.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Education/2015/02/22/KDU-campus-at-Utropolis/
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Updated: Sunday February 15, 2015 MYT 8:24:31 AM

All faculties under one roof at UTAR’s new city campus

Eco-friendly: An artist impression of the new building which will follow the criteria set out in the
Green Building Index.
UNIVERSITI Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) will merge all its Klang Valley campuses into its new city
campus in Sungai Long by the middle of the year. Aside from its campus in Kampar, Perak, the
university currently has three other campuses in Petaling Jaya, Setapak and Sungai Long.
UTAR vice-president (Research, Development and Commercialisation) Prof Dr Lee Sze Wei said the
new campus will house seven faculties catering to around 9,000 students and 800 staff.
“With this consolidation, students of various faculties can network, making the campus a vibrant
one. There will be enhanced interactions between staff and students of different disciplines of study
and specialisation. It will also encourage more cross-disciplinary cooperation and teamwork among
staff and students. This will create a more socially balanced campus life,” he said. The campus is
designed to be environmentally friendly, following the criteria set out in the Green Building Index.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Education/2015/02/15/All-faculties-under-one-roof-at-UTARsnew-city-campus/
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Published: Thursday February 12, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Thursday February 12, 2015 MYT 7:27:28 AM

UTAR to merge Klang Valley campuses (For full article click the link below)
Prof Chuah said the university was grateful to honour the late Lee by naming the UTAR Faculty of
Engineering and Science as the Lee Kong Chian Faculty of Engineering and Science. The new campus
will include a multipurpose hall with a seating capacity of 1,000, 45 science and engineering
laboratories, 32 computer labs, six architectural studios, a gym and a student activity centre.
Prof Lee said the campus was also designed to be environmentally friendly, following the criteria set
out in the Green Building Index. The campus uses eco-friendly building materials, has heat-reflective
glass windows, and will be equipped with a rain harvesting system to help conserve water.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/02/12/UTAR-to-merge-Klang-Valley-campusesStudents-to-be-under-one-roof-in-Sg-Long-by-midyear/

Eversendai gets RM120m contract from PKT Logistics
Monday, 9 February 2015
KUALA LUMPUR: Eversendai Corporation Bhd has clinched a RM120mil contract from PKT Logistics
Group to build a warehouse in Batu Kawan, Penang. Eversendai, a specialist structural steel
contractor, said on Monday the contract was to build PKT’s fourth generation warehouse, which will
be part of the latter’s One Auto Hub. It said work was scheduled to begin in March 2015 and
completed by April 2016.
The turnkey project will include 12 modular warehouses in the shape of waves, a Rest and Relax area
for truckers and an office suite that comes equipped with a covered solar parking. The 12 Waves will
also have an environmentally friendly rain-water harvesting feature to improve energy efficiency and
consumption with PKT Logistics Group aiming to have the building certified for the Green Building
Index.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/02/09/Eversendai-gets-RM120mcontract-from-PKT-Logistics/?style=biz

Rehda Youth champions green projects (For full article click the link below)
Saturday, 24 January 2015
By: ANGIE NG
Catalyst for change
He says developers as the nation’s builders have plenty of knowledge on how they can further
improve on developments without incurring excessive third party costs which will invariably drive up
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the prices of property. Developers who care for the wellbeing of their buyers will make it their
responsibility to create value and build holistic green living environments for the people.
“As much as possible, going down to the basics to ensure the whole chain of their building processes
are green-compliant will encourage more responsible building habits among industry practitioners.
Green-compliant initiatives should start from a project’s conceptual design, construction, material
sourcing to the building and operational stages,” he explains.
Developers through their project planning, layout and designs, have the ability to act as forces of
social changes to promote a stronger sense of responsibility towards the environment. Besides
GreenRE, another locally initiated industry standard is the Green Building Index (GBI) by industry
practitioners.
Considering the massive climatic changes and environmental degradation happening around, it is
long overdue for more natural and green way of building to be adopted. Of course maintaining as
much of the landscape in its natural form as possible will be a good way of minimising damage to the
environment, but various forms of development has to be pursued to house the people, and for
social and economic progress. Managing the development process by ensuring more environmentfriendly projects and materials are being used in the building process will potentially yield huge
spillover benefits that can reduce further destructive impact from the built environment.
Tan says as the population increases and demand for housing increases, so does the need to meet
the rising demand, “but it is important to strike a balance between catering to the demand and
being sustainable to the environment.” “More developers are changing their approach in their
developments and are practising sustainability. This is a good sign for the industry and the country as
a whole,” he adds. Tan stresses that being truly ready is not the measure, “but we should always
improve the industry and get ourselves ready.” The practice has been catching on with an increase in
the number of green buildings being build and an increasing number of developers adopting the
GreenRE rating standards to promote sustainability.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/01/24/Rehda-Youth-champions-greenprojects-GreenRE-standards-well-received/?style=biz

Menara Hap Seng 2 the new landmark in KL
Friday, 16 January 2015
PETALING JAYA: Kuala Lumpur’s central business district has a new distinctive landmark in the form
of Menara Hap Seng 2, which is Hap Seng Land Sdn Bhd’s new 30-storey Grade A commercial office.
Located next to the 2009 International Real Estate Federation or FIABCI Malaysia award-winning
Menara Hap Seng, the new building was built in compliance with the Green Building Index (GBI) and
includes energy-conservation features for optimum heat and sound insulation.
It also employs sustainable technology such as centralised air-conditioning with variable air volume,
low volatile organic compound material for construction, as well as recycling programmes. Besides
providing a Grade A operating environment for its tenants, Hap Seng Land chief operating officer
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David Khor said the unveiling of Menara Hap Seng 2 was also intended to establish itself as a
reputable property player.
“These features in Menara Hap Seng 2 present a tremendous value proposition to our target market
– both local and multinational companies – seeking a premium office space in a prestigious new
address,” he said at the Menara Hap Seng 2 Appreciation Night recently. Khor added that Hap Seng
Land, which is the property development arm of Hap Seng Consolidated Bhd, had been able to
secure multinational tenants even before the building was completed. He attributed this to its
strategic location, value proposition to its tenants as well as its status as a GBI-certified Grade A
office building.
Built on 0.49ha of freehold land and with a gross development value of RM380mil, Menara Hap Seng
2 offers 326,000 sq ft of net lettable area, comprising office spaces ranging from 1,200 to 13,755 sq
ft in size. It is located a few minutes away from the Kuala Lumpur City Centre and Bukit Bintang and
is easily accessible through Jalan Raja Chulan and Jalan Sultan Ismail. Public transportation such as
the KL GO, LRT and KL monorail is also a convenient option. There are 12 passenger lifts serving the
building, as well as a multi-level carpark with 600 parking bays. Menara Hap Seng 2 is Hap Seng
Land’s second commercial office development in Peninsular Malaysia.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/01/16/Menara-Hap-Seng-2-the-newlandmark-in-KL/?style=biz

Published: Tuesday January 13, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Tuesday January 13, 2015 MYT 11:22:27 AM

Onwards and upwards: Sunway Group celebrates its 40th anniversary (For full article click
the link below)
Its determination for excellence has led global market research firm Frost & Sullivan to name
Sunway “Malaysia’s Builder of the Year 2014” in the Best of the Best category at its Best Practices
Awards ceremony. Last year also saw the property-construction group clinching the highly-coveted
Builder of the Year award at the Malaysian Construction Industry Excellence Awards (MCIEA).
The Group’s flagship development, though, is its 800-acre Sunway Resort City, an engineering marvel
that’s earned it the accolade of being Malaysia’s first green township to be awarded the Green
Building Index (GBI).
Sunway Resort City, which attracts 42 million visits each year, offers seven million square feet of
world class facilities, encompassing 10,000 residential and commercial units. It remains a highly
sought-after piece of real estate where communities live, learn, work, play and, stay healthy and
safe. While this all makes for impressive reading, it is no tale of an overnight sensation.
This could only have been accomplished with the 13,000 dedicated employees, working in 50
locations around the world, to sustain it.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Features/2015/01/13/Onwards-and-upwards/
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Published: Tuesday December 9, 2014 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Tuesday December 9, 2014 MYT 7:59:53 AM

High-end condo units 70% sold
BY KATHLEEN ANN KILI
JOHOR BARU: The take-up rate for the high-end Japanese-inspired Molek Pine Tower 4
condominium units is good with 70% of the 260 units have been snapped by both local and Japanese
buyers. Tanjung Bintang Sdn Bhd general manager Koh Kian Meng said that out of the sold units,
Japanese buyers were the main customers while the remaining by Malaysians including those
outside Johor. He said that the fourth Molek Pine series, which is expected to be completed by the
first-quarter of next year, recorded a gross development value of close to RM300mil. “The
condominium included exclusive amenities catered for the Japanese community such as specific
bathroom features, ‘onsens’ (simulated natural hotspring pools, koi ponds and Zen gardens.
“Other facilities include a 25m swimming pool, outdoor fitness station, barbecue pits, as well as
tennis, badminton and basketball courts,” he said during the topping up ceremony for the Molek
Pine 4 condominium here on Saturday. Developed on 2.53ha land, Koh said that the 37-storey highrise tower consisted of 260 units with two, three or four bedrooms and built-up areas ranging
between 1,441sq ft to 5,791 sq ft priced between RM1mil and RM6mil per unit. He also said that the
company was proud to be awarded with the Green Building Index (GBI) Platinum rating certification
on design assessment for the Molek Pine Tower 4. “The tower and basement car park had adopted
the natural crossed ventilation design, the bathrooms and yards being naturally ventilated,” he said
adding that focus was given on the landscaping to create greenery environment for residents.
Besides that, Koh said that the building was also equipped with rainwater harvesting for watering
plants within the vicinity, grey water recycling systems for toilet flushing as well as solar panels. “The
condominium also has its own dedicated commercial centre which will be utilized to facilitate the
needs of the residents within the building and those nearby,” he added.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Community/2014/12/09/Highend-condo-units-70-sold/
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The Sun Daily:
For the love of green
Posted on 29 December 2015 - 03:24pm
IN continuation of our “green” theme, we feature, this week, two more developers offering
properties that offer a “greener” environment. While some question the characteristics of a “green
developer”, we put aside all precepts and judgments as to what constitutes the makings of a “green
developer”, instead we highlight developments that offer lots of greens and adopt practices that
care for Mother Nature.
Nilai Arif Project
One such developer is Nilai Arif Sdn Bhd, a subsidiary of Hunza Properties Berhad, Hunza in short.
Somewhat reflective of a new development by Nilai Arif, the name Hunza refers to the Karakoram
Mountains of north Pakistan that borders with China called the Hunza Valley. Here people are said
to enjoy an average lifespan of 120 years. It is also this area that is said to have inspired author
James Hilton, who depicted the vision of Shangri-la in his novel called “Lost Horizon”.
In view of this, we highlight Alila2, depicted as an alluring haven, “Where bliss is more than just a
state of mind” states its brochure. Somewhat “heavenly” claim some, Alila2 offers contemporary
designed spaces to call home, built across wide and open areas that harmonise with the mountains
and the sea in none other than the upscale neighbour of Tanjung Bungah in Penang. Promising
breathtaking views and enchanting landscaped gardens alongside modern-inspired condominium
units that come with a host of luxurious amenities and conveniences – location is another gem,
where this development project is concerned.
Offering low density living spaces of just five units per floor, there are more than eight various unit
types to select from ranging between 1,905 sf and 5,789 sf. Spread across two towers on 9.8 acres of
freehold land, Alila2 offers 270 housing units in total. Deemed “bungalows” or “semi-detached”
homes in the sky, this development offers total privacy and comfort. Moreover, a typical unit comes
with two parking bays, while purchase of a duplex or penthouse offers four. Apart from all the
“cream on the cake” mentioned, here are even more special features about this heavenly project
that is enticing one too many housing investor and home purchaser, local and abroad, including
those from Malaysia, My Second Home incentive programme:
Special features
Alila2 is not just located in an area that provides panoramic views of the hills and sea, it also stands
in close proximity of TAR College and Tenby International School. This ideally puts a “tick” on the
development, a criteria where “good DNA” is concerned in land matters. An excellent choice to
make home of especially for families with school-going children and of course those who value time
with these educational institutions located within the vicinity.
Moreover, the development also ranks high for those who practice feng shui – with the verdant hill
slopes overlooking the sea. Those who believe in the power of feng shui will recognize the symbolic
presence of the “green dragon on the left and the white tiger on the right” – both prominent
www.innovacia.com.my
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features that also appear “matured” and “strong”. In addition, the gentle hills behind the property
are said to symbolise the “black turtle”, protector of the entire environment.
Hitting high in green aspects, Alila2 regales as a place that offers modern resort lifestyles. Those who
know how to appreciate the beauty of nature and the serenity of living by the sea will understand
the beauty this gem of a development has to offer. Lush landscapes, some with trees and gardens,
and some three acres of untouched hill land, bring forth days filled with awe and nature’s beauty.
While refreshing sights and sounds are a daily occurrence, special landscaped features just add on to
the value and worth of this amazing place.
Creature comforts
From the guardhouse leading to both towers is a path aligned with a canopy of forest trees. These
provide a natural shade apart from a sight for sore eyes, additionally making way for a giant swing
and cocoon seating that allow once to regale in Mother Nature’s arms. An infinity pool with Jacuzzi
beds, seats and aqua gym equipment are available, against a waterfall backdrop supported by an
aqueduct water feature. This sets the mood and sensation of being in a waterfall area in the forest.
There is a wading pool with water play equipment as well as forest concept play appliances and
contraptions for children to enjoy fun-filled times outdoors. Here, climbing trees is not prohibited.
Social gatherings are also encouraged with a two-storey lounge area complete with barbeque and
dining facilities, plus a “green deck” that can be used as a party platform.
Tennis courts, a half court basketball court, relaxation pockets on timber decks and hammocks,
places to lie down and kick off one’s shoes and just relax and take in the beauty of nature – there is
an abundance of green features and nature-inspired activities specifically interwoven into this
project development.
Green concepts
Where nature is concerned, Alila2 is designed in compliance to the stringent standards of Malaysia’s
Green Building Index (GBI) Certification. Both the condominium towers are designed using heat
reduction methods and processes. These include shading devices, the use of glass in its design, plus
reduced use of air conditioning, yet providing cool interiors. Timers and photo-sensitive switches
help lower electricity consumption yet provide light when required, bearing in mind safety concerns.
The two towers are also designed to meet the MS1525 requirements that uphold high indoor
environment qualities for healthier living interiors. Smoking is also not permitted in public areas of
the buildings while low VOC and environmentally-friendly materials are used throughout the project,
improving indoor air quality. Build quality is also in line with the requirements of CIS7 and Qlassic
standards, both that adopt environmental friendly proceedings.
Site planning and management of the development is also planned to have low impact on the
environment, with large land areas, not impacting environmentally sensitive areas. There is also no
sediment discharge to local water ways, plus rain water tanks specially built to retain water.
Materials and resources are all “eco-labelled” and environmentally-friendly, meeting GBI
requirements where possible. Recycling is encouraged, with many opportunities that encourage
residents to take up this good habit including a construction waste management plan.
www.innovacia.com.my
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All water and sanitary fittings are also certified and use water sparingly and efficiently. Landscape
watering is carried out using water stored from the rain water harvesting system. Moreover, the
development also adopts an interesting fire protection system that uses an innovative method to
recycle test water. All these reduce water consumption by more than 50%.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1649972

Home-grown architect
Posted on 29 September 2015 - 10:27am
Yee Jie Min

SUNPIX by MOHAMAD SHARILL
RAMADAN Shahabudin didn't take the conventional route to architecture. In secondary school, he
was in the arts stream, taking economics and commerce as his elective subjects. His diploma was in
human development, something he thought wouldn't relate to architecture but it allowed him to
understand people – which architecture is related to. When he did pursue his love for architecture,
he had to persuade the university's dean to accept him by showing him his drawings. He had no
basic in architecture at that time but the dean saw passion in him. His passion was translated when
he won an award in the Metal & Glass category (for students) at the Sustainable Architecture
International Exhibition Selection (SAIE) 10 in 2010. He was the sole representative from Asia out of
36 participations to win the architectural competition dominated by European countries. He was
also one of three winners of the Special China Archi-World Academy Awards prize in 2014. Ramadan
is currently practising at NRY Architects Sdn Bhd.
What is architecture to you?
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Architecture is the mother of art. Once we are experts in architecture, everything in the art field is
easy for us. I love space and art since young, which is related to architecture, even though I didn't
know what they were. In architecture, we need to have checks and balances. We think about
extravagant designs but budget restrains your mind; that is the reality. I love futuristic designs.
Everything you build, you need to think ahead by 20 to 30 years.
Tell us about your house which you are aiming to achieve maximum Green Building Index (GBI)
certification.
There is a piece of land I have in Kuang, Selangor. My design is very minimalist with a courtyard in
the middle. I want to achieve the GBI standard as much I can through the control of air coming into
the building (indoor air quality), reducing the cost of energy, and the materials used such as
photovoltaics (PV) and certain types of glass.
Why is green architecture important to you?
Buildings live beyond human life, such as the pyramids and Taj Mahal. For me, it is about creating a
green, sustainable and healthy world. Buildings contribute 30% to 40% to global warming, so it is
important for us to design well. I want to develop an idea I call photosynthesis in buildings. Imagine
if all buildings, like trees, produce oxygen and absorb carbon dioxide – the air will be very clean!
Tell us about the new mosque project at Kampung Gombak, Kuang as well as other projects you
are working on.
It is a very special project because it is in my hometown. The Kampung Gombak community came to
me as the population is growing and they need to cater between 1,000 and 2,000 people during Eid
and Friday prayers. Now we need to collect funds to cover the overall cost of RM4.5 million to buy
the land and construct the mosque. I am also working on another mosque project in Lanzhou, China,
and I have been involved in residential and mixed-use developments as well.
How would you advise aspiring architects?
Architecture is a combination of art and science. You must have a sense of physics because
everything is about space. Get into a technical or science class. Take up add maths, physics and
engineering drawing, but most importantly, have a love for art.
What is your plan for the future?
A lot of architects plan to set up their own companies and of course, I see that for myself. In the
meantime, I'm working to gain experience and build my portfolio for submission to The Board of
Architects Malaysia, and Malaysian Institute of Architects. They will evaluate our projects and call us
for exams. Those who pass will have the title 'Ar'. That's my goal in the next three years.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1566295
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For the love of nature (Part 2)
Posted on 18 December 2015 - 03:01pm
CONTINUING from last week's article on S P Setia's KL Eco City, an integrated GBI-certified (Green
Building Initiative) property development, this week we look at a few other similar award-winning
residential projects that champion and incorporate environmental sustaining designs and systems in
its blueprint. First, we identify the characteristics that make a "green" development or township. The
criteria should include:
1)

reduced or eliminated use of fossil fuel;

2)

adoption of sustainable building practices;

3)

promotion of "green" space and clean air quality;

4)

implementation of energy-efficient and widely/easily available public transport;

5)

pedestrian-friendly and "walkable" designs/landscapes; and

6)
well organised mixed-used neighbourhoods that combine living, working shopping – or that
similar to the Setia brand's "live, learn, work, play" concept.
Ken Rimba residences
A development known for adopting "green" principles and environmental-friendly methods in its
design – Ken Rimba Legian Residences need no introduction where Mother Nature is concerned.
Having won the Fiabci Malaysia Property Award in the Sustainable Development category, the
development project also received the BCA Green Mark Gold award and is GBI-certified. It also
employs a rainwater-harvesting technology, said to be able to harvest 450 gallons of rainwater
which it uses for landscape irrigation and car porch cleaning, apart from homeowners living there
having to pay very minimal water charges. Louvred windows in its design also "catches" the northsouth wind, receiving a constant wind flow of fresh air, therefore decreasing the need for airconditioning. These windows are also adjustable, and help keep the interiors of the home cooler and
breezier.
The more recent Ken Rimba Jimbaran Residences also adopt this louvred-window principle in its
design but also uses cavity blocks said to be able to reduce thermal heat transfer from the exterior
to the interior of the homes. These apparently reduce the heat within and keep interiors cooler than
homes made with conventional bricks. Recycling bins are also said to be placed at convenient
locations while low volatile organic component paints are used so as not to emit unhealthy fumes
and last longer than conventional paints. Lighting with sensors is also installed to reduce electricity
consumption.
IJM's Light Collection
Another property developer known to utilise green-related technologies in its design is IJM Land
Berhad. It was reported that the company spent 5% of its construction costs in green design
mechanics for its The Light development series. Phase One of The Light Collection includes The Light
www.innovacia.com.my
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Linear and The Light Point which both offer residential condominiums built according to "green"
standards.
Apart from tapping into natural lighting and cross-ventilation of buildings in The Light waterfront
project, its basic and passive design also cuts its reliance on using high-technology products in its
construction. One way the developer reduced its use of materials in its project is by using optic
cables which is said to tremendously lessen the use of copper cables, at the same time provide
better "service" to occupants. Recycled pavers and composite timber are just some of many other
green construction materials the developer uses in its design.
Other green methods include rainwater harvesting, recycling of household waste, use of energysaving lights and air-conditioners with in-built invertor technology, a centralised vacuum system to
reduce airborne particles that may be reintroduced in habitable spaces and more. While The Light
Waterfront was recorded as the first to have a marine ecosystem in a residential precinct, The Light
Collection, along with The Light Linear and The Light Point are certified with provisional GBI
certification.
Sunway SPK Damansara
A joint-venture development project between Sunway City Berhad and Sharikat Permodalan
Kebangsaan Berhad – 3 Harmoni is the first low-rise residential development to be awarded the
provisional GBI certification and BCA Green Mark award. Featuring well planned modern garden
homes, the development project incorporates the five pillars of LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and
Sustainability) in its design concept. The gated and guarded development offers harmonious and
spacious townhouses on freehold property accessible via the Sprint, NKVE, LDP and Penchala Link
highways. Moreover, a fully equipped clubhouse provides the means for healthier lifestyles offering
various facilities and amenities via a gym, swimming and wading pools, children's playground,
relaxation pavilions, jogging track, reading and karaoke rooms and more.
Besides these, there is the sky garden, a linear garden, recycling and composting hubs, plus day-today operations that use environmental-sustaining methods of working as in rainwater harvesting,
photovoltaic cells, solar heaters, water booster pump, motion sensor lighting, applying cross
ventilation of wind, et cetera. While ecological design features are reflected in the buildings'
architecture, Sunway SPK 3 Harmoni also caters to the young and disabled population.
The Haven Lakeside Residences
The renowned condo-resort hybrid development is also touted as one of the finest eco-resorts in
Malaysia. The Haven Lakeside Resort Residences offers short-term rentals and is operated by the
Best Western International hotel chain. Having received bountiful numbers of awards to its name,
the development is also known for its "green" features, especially in harnessing natural energy
resources. Rainwater harvesting, solar energy and using a windmill turbine help reduce the
development's carbon footprint.
Situated next to the virgin forest in Tambun in the state of Perak – the flora and fauna within are
conscientiously maintained and preserved. Moreover, no fogging is allowed, instead, the use of
pandan and lemongrass to keep the mozzies at bay. Fireworks are also not allowed within the
compound.
www.innovacia.com.my
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Other than providing residents with breathtaking views of the scenic natural lake and amazing
limestone hills, the luxurious condominium project also offers landscaped water gardens, a jogging
track, swimming and wading pools, barbecue areas, a gymnasium and sporting facilities, many
leisure spaces to relax in, including a spa. In 2014, The Haven was conferred Best Green
Development. This was just one of many other awards. This year, The Haven won some 10 over
awards, including Malaysia's best, Asia's best and world's best.
Email your feedback and queries to: propertyqs@thesundaily.com
http://www.thesundaily.my/node/342700

Work with gov't on green growth strategy, private sector told
Posted on 15 December 2015 - 12:16am
Last updated on 15 December 2015 - 02:56pm

Ahmad Zahid (L2) and Wan Junaidi (L) presenting the Environmental Journalism Award to Nanyang
Siang Pau editor-in-chief Chan Aun Kuang (R2) as PMHA organising chairman Tan Sri Mustafa Mansur
(C) looks on in Kuala Lumpur on Dec 14, 2015. On the right is Tan. SUNPIX by ASHRAF SHAMSUL
KUALA LUMPUR: Businesses are urged to work collectively with the government on a green growth
strategy. In making the call, Deputy Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Ahmad Zahid Hamidi said the
private sector as the key driver of economic growth must take the lead in adopting state of the art
technologies for sustainable development. "With the support of the private sector, I am confident
that we can make meaningful progress," he said.
Ahmad Zahid said this in his speech during the Prime Minister's Hibiscus Awards (PMHA) 2014/2015
award presentation ceremony held here, last night, Bernama reports. He said sustainable
development was no longer just a choice or possible alternative but a global priority issue, that
demanded urgent action by all countries for the common good and future. "In the past two weeks,
all eyes were on United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris, France. "Malaysia was among
190 countries that attended the session led by Natural Resources and Environment Minister Datuk
Seri Dr Wan Junaidi Tuanku Jaafar," he said, adding that in Paris last week, Malaysia pledged further
to cut 45% greenhouse gases by 2030.
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Acidchem International Sdn Bhd and Nanyang Siang Pau swept the top honours for the 2014/2015
PMHA. Acidchem International won the overall Prime Minister's Hibiscus Award Challenge Trophy
and Nanyang won the Environmental Journalism Award for an insightful series titled "Fighting a
Water War" selected from 18 entries from nine print media organisations. Tan Siew Ling, who wrote
the series, won an all-expense-paid trip to the World Future Energy Summit in Abu Dhabi next year.
The Malaysian National News Agency (Bernama) and The New Straits Times received honourable
mentions for incisive coverage of degradation of Cameron Highlands and the devastating Kelantan
floods respectively.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1637469

Call to green Kedah – Part 3
Posted on 22 November 2015 - 09:56pm

WHILE parts 1 and 2 of the Kedah Green articles touched on the Kedah Mentri Besar Datuk Seri
Mukhriz Mahathir’s plan for the state in terms of advocating the green agenda and GreenTech CEO
Ahmad Hadri Haris’ views on the collaboration with the state in helping to incorporate sustainability
practices in its operations, this week, we explore the state’s Green Agenda itself.
Kedah’s green agenda
Contained in the above-mentioned are the fundamentals of the National Green Agenda, the state’s
“green vision” and its action plan, apart from other relevant information. The National Green
Technology Policy was introduced in 2009. Its aim was to use green technology to accelerate the
national economy and promote sustainable development. The agenda also reiterated the country’s
commitment, where it pledged to reduce the national carbon footprint by up to 40% in terms of
emissions intensity of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by the year 2020. With that, and the 11th
Malaysia Plan which mirrors the government’s increased focus on sustainability and environmental
conservation, in addition to government ministries developing blueprints and masterplans as guiding
principles that support the rollout of green technology across the nation – these and other green
initiatives led to the development of Kedah’s Green Vision.
With Kedah being a strong driver of the nation’s economy, as the “rice bowl of Malaysia”, along with
its move into high-end technology, automotive and aerospace manufacturing and development, the
vision was said to help catapult Kedah into its next phase of growth, “as the model state that has
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successfully brought about the convergence of societal wellbeing, economic progress and
environmental sustainability,” as quoted by the mentri besar.
Green Plans
The Kedah Green Agenda lists its sustainability and environmental conservation plans in these areas:
» via human capital development;
» by becoming the centre of excellence for solar technology;
» through practising sustainable energy management;
» by using LEDs in state government buildings;
» through government green procurement;
» initiating the state’s green data centre and green data recovery centre;
» in its street light retrofitting programme;
» by providing solar rooftops for housing for the people;
» in creating more solar power plants;
» by using an EV fleet of vehicles within its state government;
» by further developing its EV infrastructure;
» by expanding its sustainable waste management;
» in developing its rice husk ecosystem to promote renewable energy (RE); and
» by lowering its carbon footprint within the cities in Kedah.
Actions and strategies
We take a deeper look into some of the state’s action plans. While its third intention revolves
around reducing energy consumption and operation’s costs in its government-owned buildings in
Kedah, its fourth strategy is to utilise light-emitting diodes, otherwise known as LEDs, throughout
state government buildings. This is said to be able to reduce electricity consumption and carbon
emissions by up to 70%.
Its seventh plan of action will see all street lights within the 1,700ha Kulim Hi-Tech Park retrofitted
with LEDs, similarly reducing energy costs by 70% and lowering carbon emissions. Interestingly, its
eighth strategy is to incorporate solar photovoltaic roof systems into the design of some 6,000
homes. The development of solar farms and solar power plants are also part of the blueprint, apart
from the use of electric vehicles (also referred to as EV), which will help improve air quality, thus
reducing impact on public health. EVs will be deployed along with the development and support in
growing the nation’s EV market and the state’s EV ecosystem via installing more EV charging stations
et cetera. Point 13, however, promotes the use of renewable energy (RE), which interestingly
involves using rice husk as fuel for power generation.
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There is a three-year timeline to deliver the Green Vision to which the state government has agreed
to work with GreenTech, under the guidance of KeTTHA (Kementerian Tenaga Teknoloji Hijau dan
Air). To this, the mentri besar reiterates how vital it is for all stakeholders to support the state’s
efforts to make the Green Vision a success, not just for the people, but for businesses in Kedah and
future sustainability of the state.
http://www.thesundaily.my/node/338992

Operation ‘green’ – Part 2
Posted on 14 November 2015 - 05:35pm

AS A follow-up to our previous article on Kedah’s “green” agenda, we feature in this article, the
views and comments of Malaysia Green Technology Corporation (GreenTech) CEO Ahmad Hadri
Haris whose firm co-developed the precepts and guidelines of the Kedah Green Agenda with the
Kedah state government.
The framework
The Kedah Green Agenda is said to be inline with the national green growth agenda as outlined in
the 11th Malaysia Plan and the National Green technology Policy. It also complements the state’s
economic objectives as configured in the Kedah Strategic Plan 2014 – 2018. Says Ahmad Hadri: “The
agenda was mooted by the state government, in line with its vision in positioning Kedah as a model
Malaysian ‘green’ state. Its aim is to provide the state government with a framework to assist in the
incorporation of sustainability practices and meld these in the state government’s operations.”
Fourteen action plans were developed in consultation with GreenTech. These focused on maximising
the state’s strength in the agriculture, manufacturing and tourism sectors, “with an overarching goal
of positioning Kedah as a model Malaysian state that aims to drive the convergence of societal
wellbeing, economic progress and environmental sustainability,” Ahmad Hadri added.
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Property and people
Under the agenda, Ahmad Hadri elaborates on the four plans that directly impact Kedah’s
property/building sector. These are:
» incorporating a Sustainable Energy Management system in state government buildings;
» installation of LEDs in state government buildings;
» installation of solar rooftops for housing for the rakyat; and
» developing low carbon cities in Kedah.
“Moreover, the Kedah Green Agenda also targets to roll-out electronic vehicle (EV)-charging stations
within the state government offices, office buildings, shopping malls and other buildings, to improve
the green credentials of properties, besides encouraging the adoption of EVs among Malaysians,”
Ahmad Hadri informed.
Ahmad Hadri reiterates that the agenda is a state government initiative. “GreenTech Malaysia’s role
is to assist the Kedah state government in identifying projects and initiatives that leverage on its key
strengths to deliver impactful environmental, economic and social advantages, yet keep the
environment in mind. GreenTech Malaysia will continue to provide strategic counsel and technical
expertise, as well as assist in the monitoring of progress of these projects, that include compiling
data on the reduction of carbon emissions,” reveals Ahmad Hadri.
Green vision
The state’s plan, as mentioned, inline with the National Green Technology Policy (introduced in
2009) champions the idea that green technology will be the driver to accelerate national economy
and promote sustainable development. In fact, the agenda is established on the concept: ECONOMIC
PROGRESS + ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION = A MORE CONTENTED SOCIETY
Economic progress as above incorporates green investments; green companies, products and
services; and GDP impact, while Environmental Conservation revolves around greenhouse gasses
(GHG) and carbon emissions; air quality; water; and natural resources optimisation. Studies show
that these affect society on a positive note, ultimately leading to more green jobs, green cities and
greener, cleaner and happier lifestyles. Follow our section next week to learn more details about the
Kedah Green Agenda which perhaps other states may adopt.
http://www.thesundaily.my/node/337866

Call to green
Posted on 23 October 2015 - 07:42pm
WITH the current hazy climate conditions the country is faced with, many feel that perhaps this is a
wake up call for the people and those governing, to start acting on intentions and declarations to go
green. There is no time left to wait! If you just skim through dailies and look at what is happening all
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around the world, the so-called “natural disasters” people claim “can’t be helped” stem from the
theory of "action-reaction". No doubt there are natural disasters but these that once happen rarely
are becoming more frequent, and impacting more forcefully. We have been given this gargantuan
piece of “property” called Earth. It is home to us and our loved ones. We only have this space to live
in and by right should give a lot more thought to the damage we are causing it as it will eventually
leave us and our children, and children’s children, with no “home” (over and above sickness and
suffering).
Transformation plan
On a smaller scale, we return to Malaysia, Kedah in particular, where its Mentri Besar Datuk Seri
Mukriz Mahathir recently unveiled the Kedah Green Agenda at the Langkawi International Cities
Forum. The event was graced by the Energy, Green Technology and Water minister Datuk Seri Dr
Maximus Johnity Ongkili and the deputy-minister of Natural Resources and Environment Datuk
Hamim Samuri. It was revealed that the Kedah Green Agenda was developed in partnership with the
Malaysian Green Technology Corporation, better known as GreenTech Malaysia. Its constitution is in
line with the 11th Malaysia Plan Strategic Thrust 4 which is structured around the central theme
“Pursuing Green Growth for Sustainability and Resilience” as well as the Kedah Strategic Plan 20142018 – both aimed at boosting socio-economic growth.
Structure and content
The Kedah Green Agenda is said to consist of 14 action plans. Each strategically positions Kedah as a
model green state. Components of this programme include strategies and initiatives focusing on:
» Human Capital Development, developing a Centre of Excellence for Solar Technology,
» enhancing Sustainable Energy Management,
» installing LEDs in State Government Buildings,
» encouraging the adoption of Government Green Procurement,
» deploying Green Data Centres and Green Data Recovery Centres,
» an LED Street Light Retrofitting Programme,
» incorporating Solar Rooftop for Rakyat’s Housing,
» expanding Solar Power Plants,
» the adoption of a Government Electric Vehicle (EV) Fleet,
» increasing EV Infrastructure,
» promoting Sustainable Waste Management,
» expanding the Rice Husk Ecosystem, and
» the implementation of Low Carbon Cities in Kedah.
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Green efforts
On the initiative, Mukhriz said: “The seeds of Kedah’s green transformation have already been
planted with Kedah emerging as one of the major solar photovoltaic manufacturers in the world.
With the growing emphasis on going green, the time is ripe to catapult Kedah into its next phase of
growth, by positioning Kedah as a model Malaysian state that has successfully brought about the
convergence of societal well-being, economic progress and environmental sustainability.” The
minister added that the state will work closely with the knowledgeable experts at GreenTech
Malaysia on the implementation of the plan. He also highlighted the state’s other initiatives that
considered the importance of the environment. These included the establishment of:
» First Solar Inc – a company manufacturing the world’s largest thin-film photovoltaic (PV) solar
module Kulim Hi-Tech Park;
» Frangipani Langkawi Resort & Spa which won the Asean Green Award 2012/2014; as well as the
» Langkawi cable car – Malaysia’s longest free-span mono-cable car which has been operating on a
PV diesel hybrid power system with a capacity of 60kWh per day (since 2008).
Aim and intent
Ongkili expressed his pleasure on the state’s green undertakings and initiatives as these are aligned
with the National Green Technology Policy and Green Technology Masterplan which were
formulated by his ministry KeTTHA (Kementerian Tenaga, Teknologi Hijau dan Air) to propel the
application and development of green technology in the country. In fact, he informed that the
cooperation between the state in GreenTech Malaysia was timely as it coincides with the prime
minister’s aspiration for Langkawi to become the first low carbon island by 2030. “We hope that the
initiative by Kedah will be emulated by other states … using green technology and green approaches
to power the country’s economy,” Ongkili added.
On the collaboration, GreenTech Malaysia CEO Ahmad Hadri Haris commented that he was
encouraged by the partnership with the state. “This is a fine example of how State and Federal
Governments can come together, working in tandem with a Government agency such as GreenTech
Malaysia, to holistically deliver Malaysia’s green agenda, achieve the nation’s COP15 pledge and
ultimately realise our vision of becoming a world hub for green technology by 2020.”
Follow our property section next week to learn more of Kedah’s green transformation plan.
Email your feedback and queries to: propertyqs@thesundaily.com
http://www.thesundaily.my/node/334791
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PM: Green agenda a priority for the govt
Posted on 11 September 2015 - 05:13pm
Last updated on 11 September 2015 - 06:49pm
Bernard Cheah
newsdesk@thesundaily.com

KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia is projected to achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emission of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) of 35% by the end of this year. Stating that the green agenda is a high
priority for the government, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Abdul Razak (pix) said the projection
demonstrates the country's effort in striving for sustainable development, including lower-emissions
development, while dealing with the adverse impacts of climate change. "In my first year as Prime
Minister, I announced at the United Nations Framework Conference on Climate Change in
Copenhagen, that Malaysia was adopting a conditional voluntary indicator to reduce our emissions
intensity of GDP by up to 40% by 2020, based on the 2005 intensity level," he said.
Najib said that it was critical for the government to adapt towards an economy that strikes the
balance between green and pro-business approaches as it prepares to become a high income status
economy by 2020. He added that the government, through the Energy, Green Technology and Water
Ministry has formulated the Green Technology Master Plan in February this year, to serve as the
strategic framework for green growth through the development of green technology. "With proper
execution and monitoring, it has been forecast that green businesses will contribute over RM22
billion to our GDP by 2020, and RM60 billion by 2030."But green businesses are also expected to
contribute much more investment in green technology – RM28 billion by 2020 an RM86 billion by
2030," he said in his keynote address at the 6th International Greentech and Eco-products Exhibition
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and Conference (iGEM) 2015 here at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre this morning. Also
present was Energy, Green Technology and Water (KETTHA) Minister Datuk Seri Maximus Ongkili.
Najib said that the KETTHA and National Resources Environment Ministry, together with the South
Korean government, have commissioned a feasibility study for Langkawi to achieve the status of
'first low carbon island in Malaysia'. "This is drawing examples from Jeju Island in South Korea. "If
Langkawi can be a showcase for renewable energy, electric mobility, waste management and green
buildings, it will create a ripple effect on local industries, creating more job opportunities for locals
and increasing the island's income by promoting green tourism," he added.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1550014

GreenTech Malaysia eyes RM2.7 billion financing
Posted on 10 September 2015 - 05:39am
Ee Ann Nee
sunbiz@thesundaily.com
KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian Green Technology Corporation (GreenTech Malaysia) aims to see
approved financing of RM2.7 billion under the Green Technology Financing Scheme (GTFS) by yearend, from RM2.2 billion as of June 30, 2015. GreenTech Malaysia CEO Ahmad Hadri Haris (pix) said it
is processing RM500 million to RM600 million of financing for 20 to 30 projects. Each project can
apply up to a maximum of RM50 million but a typical solar project’s financing is about RM5 million.
“About 75% (of approved financing) is (from) the energy sector, for example solar project, biomass,
biogas or small hydro and the balance from green transport, energy efficient building and waste
management,” he told reporters at the Green Financing Forum 2015 here yesterday, which was held
in conjunction with the International Greentech & Eco Products Exhibition & Conference Malaysia
2015.
The GTFS has approved financing of RM2.2 billion for 188 projects, which are expected to generate
RM4.43 billion in green investment in the country. The approved financing was carried out via 26
participating financial institutions. About 55% of the total finance approved under the GTFS has been
in the form of Islamic financing. Upon commencement of operations, over 3,000 green jobs will be
created. The government continues to facilitate the GTFS, which was initiated in 2010 with an
allocation of RM3.5 billion to fund green technology ventures. “Total (financing to be disbursed) is
RM3.5 billion and we expect to reach RM2.7 billion by year-end. Subsequently we hope the
government can carry forward and introduce better mechanism to make it more exciting,” said
Hadri.
In reality, he said, there are a lot more applications and that it has given up to 400 certificates of
green financing but projects that had secured financing stood at only 188. “There is still a gap and
we have to work with the banks to ensure that they feel comfortable to finance them,” explained
Hadri. GTFS offers a rebate of 2% per year on interest or profit rates charged by financial institutions,
and provides a government guarantee of 60% for the green cost of the financed amount.
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GreenTech Malaysia chairman Tan Sri Peter Chin Fah Kui said it has recommended that GTFS be
extended. “We have asked for additional amount and for this to be extended further. We have
proposed through Kettha (Energy, Green Technology and Water Ministry) and for Kettha to take it
up (for Budget 2016),” said Chin. Under the 11th Malaysia Plan, the government has allocated RM15
billion between 2016 and 2020, representing an annual RM3 billion to RM4 billion investment in
environmentally sustainable development projects. Chin said GTFS shows how government
incentives, when effectively partnered with private financing, can play a crucial role in triggering the
growth of green technology. “Further involvement of public and private finances will be crucial to
leverage on this momentum and give traction to the growth of the green sector.”
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1548409

More buildings are adopting 'green building' index
Posted on 4 August 2015 - 06:00pm
Last updated on 4 August 2015 - 06:49pm
Shahrim Tamrin
newsdesk@thesundaily.com
KUALA LUMPUR: More buildings developers and owners are adopting the 'go green' practice to
qualify for green rated buildings in Malaysia. Works Minister Datuk Seri Fadillah Yusof said the signs
are positive on green building initiatives with Malaysian construction and building industry
embracing green building practices where both energy consumed and waste produced are reduced
without irreversible impacts to the ecosystem. "As of July 15, a total of 636 buildings have registered
and to be certified with Green Building Index Malaysia. This is an increase of 14% over the same
period last year. So far this year, 45 buildings have already been fully certified and the rest are still
under provisional certification stage," said Fadillah, after officiating the Green Buildings and Parks
World 2015 at Intercontinental Hotel here today.
He said over the same period last year, only 548 buildings were registered and up to middle of July
this year, a total of 16 government projects have registered for Works Department (JKR) green rating
scheme (pH) certification. "Whereas, during the same date last year, only 10 government projects
have registered for JKR's pH. This shows a positive increase in numbers of registrations by 38%.
However, only one government project has been fully certified so far and the rest are still in the
provisional stage," he added.
Currently, he said, many go green practices are being implemented including adopting day-lighting
and natural ventilation by providing landscaping space in buildings and incorporating renewable
energy feature such as solar water heating. "Green practices are also about practicing total water
management and installing water-saving devices for sanitary appliances in buildings and maximising
rainwater harvesting technologies," he said. Fadillah also said Construction Industry Development
Board Malaysia (CIDB) will introduce construction industry transformation programmes under 11th
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Malaysia Plan, with one of the thrusts is to increase the green building programmes by pushing
continuously more designs and constructions for greener buildings in the country.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1509595

KFC goes ‘green’
Posted on 19 June 2015 - 10:49am
Last updated on 19 June 2015 - 11:04am
IN a commendable move that sets the standard for other organisations to follow, KFC Malaysia
launched its first eco-friendly restaurant in the country. The 24-hour KFC Nilai Square outlet is the
first “certified green restaurant” in Malaysia, accredited with three certifications: Gold – Green
Building Index Sdn Bhd (Malaysia), Platinum– BCA Green Mark (Singapore) and Gold – LEED (USA).
These certifications are warranted to outlets built according to green building standards and
specifications. Conditions must consider: sustainable site, water conservation, energy and
atmosphere conservation and protection, green materials and resources, indoor environmental
quality and green design innovations. KFC Nilai Square is one of the few buildings in the world to
have attained all three certifications.
RUNNING RESPONSIBLY
“In conducting our business, we consciously make it a point to minimise our carbon footprint
wherever possible … and with technology constantly evolving, KFC Malaysia does the same with its
facilities, regularly upgrading and improving them." “This outlet, our very first eco-friendly
restaurant is proof of that. We are very proud to be at the forefront, in the restaurant sector, to
incorporate green technology as part of our restaurant business,” said Johor Corporation and QSR
Brands (M) Holdings Sdn Bhd (operator of KFC Malaysia) president and chief executive Datuk
Kamaruzzaman Abu Kassim (pix). The restaurant was officiated by Urban Wellbeing, Housing and
Local Government Deputy Minister Datuk Halimah Mohd Sadique (pix), who praised KFC Malaysia
for being the pioneers in adopting green technology and being mindful of the environment.
OTHER GREEN PRACTICES
Since 2012, KFC Delivery Malaysia has been using environmentally friendly electric scooters which
have zero CO2, smoke emission and noise pollution. KFC Malaysia is the first under the Yum! Brands,
Inc. (franchisor of KFC) to embark on such an initiative. There are currently 83 stores offering
delivery service and 247 electric scooters used in its operations. KFC plans to expand its delivery
service and usage of electric scooters in the near future. It will also use LED lighting in all its new
outlets. These initiatives are in line with the government’s call to develop buildings and facilities that
are environmentally friendly. It is also part of the government’s “Green Growth” strategy, to help
thrust the country to meet Vision 2020 goals as announced in the 11th Malaysia Plan recently.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1465033
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RM15b for green tech in 11MP
Posted on 22 April 2015 - 05:36am
Bernama
KUALA LUMPUR: The government is allocating more than RM15 billion in the 11th Malaysia Plan
(11MP) as part of a game-changing move to introduce green technology initiatives into the
economy. Economic Planning Unit director-general Datuk Seri Dr Rahamat Bivi Yusoff said about
RM3 billion to RM4 billion annually has been set under the 11MP to create environmentallysustainable development. The 11MP, outlining the economic growth plans between 2016 and 2020,
will be announced in May.
Rahamat Bivi said there would be a wider implementation of green growth related initiatives to
ensure continuity between the current Malaysia Plan and the upcoming 11MP. "Green will be part of
the whole planning process. "The main focus is on sustainable consumption and production, which
promotes doing more and better with less, meaning that high productivity and quality with less
resources and very minimal pollution," she told reporters after the opening of the Towards Green
Growth in Malaysia Conference here yesterday.
Among the attendees were United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Malaysia Resident
Representative Michelle Gyles-McDonnough and British High Commissioner Victoria Treadell.
Rahamat Bivi stressed the need for greater commitment from state and local authorities as well as
the private sector and the public to ensure greener growth. "The society and people at large will also
need to play their part, particularly in terms of their lifestyle and daily practices," she added.
Meanwhile, Gyles-McDonnough said UNDP is committed to supporting Malaysia's efforts to advance
the green growth agenda from planning to implementation in the 11MP by putting the green growth
model into practice at the subnational and local levels. The two-day conference was organised by
UNDP, in partnership with the UK government.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1391554

M'sia aims to be Asean green tech hub
Posted on 29 March 2015 - 03:02pm
Last updated on 29 March 2015 - 03:24pm
PUTRAJAYA: Malaysia aims to be the Asean green technology hub with the implementation of the
National Green Technology Policy, says Energy, Green Technology and Water Deputy Minister Datuk
Seri Mahdzir Khalid. He said the government is on the right track in developing green technology,
citing Yale University's Environmental Performance Index in 2014 which ranked Malaysia 51st out of
158 countries globally and third in Asean after Singapore and Brunei. The index, published every two
years, quantifies the environmental performance of a country's policies. Mahdzir said Malaysia is
aggressively moving towards high technology and knowledge-based industries to remain
internationally competitive, and his ministry plans to raise the contribution of green technology to
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the economy, society and environment in the 11th Malaysia Plan. "The National Green Technology
Master Plan and Electric Mobility Action Plan also aim to ensure more effective and systematic
implementation of all initiatives, programmes and activities," he said, adding the country is also
collaborating with South Korea and Cambodia in green technology. However, he said, achieving the
target will take time as the National Green Technology Policy was launched only in 2009.
Green technology, encompassing the energy, construction, transport, waste management and water
sectors, contributed RM7.9 billion or 0.8% to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2013, he pointed out.
"Investments in these sectors totalled RM920 million, and they generated revenue of RM33.1 billion
in 2013," he said. He said the ministry projects green technology's contribution to GDP to rise to
RM22.4 billion by 2020 and RM60 billion by 2030. "Investments are expected to rise to RM28 billion
by 2020 and RM86.3 billion by 2030, creating 114,590 jobs in 2020 and 211,500 jobs in 2030," he
said. He said besides foreign companies, several Malaysian firms, including in Pahang and Selangor,
are also producing photovoltaic solar panels for the local and export markets, making Malaysia the
world's third largest producer of solar modules. – Bernama
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1368490

Penang promotes green technology
Posted on 13 March 2015 - 04:29pm
Last updated on 13 March 2015 - 06:58pm
Aaron Ngui
newsdesk@thesundaily.com
GEORGE TOWN: The Penang government will be giving RM500 to commercial or residential unit
owners who have installed rain water harvesting systems in their buildings this year. Chief Minister
Lim Guan Eng said the Penang Rainwater Harvesting Incentive (PRHI) will be offered to the first 20
applicants who have submitted complete documentation. He said the incentive will be given on a
"first come, first serve" basis and was aimed at encouraging a healthy water usage pattern.
Lim noted that water consumption in Penang was the highest in the country with consumption at
298 liters per capita per day (l/c/d) compared to the national average of 212 l/c/d. "The PRHI is
aimed at reducing the dependency of treated water for non-potable purposes," he said in a press
conference today. Lim said the PRHI was one of eight programmes promoting the sustainable use of
resources that his administration had allocated RM657,000 for the duration of 2015.
He said among the programmess was the Penang Green Innovation Incentive (PGII) with a
RM400,000 allocation whereby seed money and patent financing was provided for green products.
Others include the Penang Green Office Certification Incentive (PGO) with RM110,000, RM85,000 for
the Penang Green School Award, RM28,000 for the Penang Green Journalism Award and RM14,000
to the Penang Green Video Contest.
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1354354
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Borneo Post:
Green buildings catching on fast in Malaysia — Exergy
March 22, 2015, Sunday
MIRI: Malaysia has achieved the fastest rate of buildings under the Green Building Index (GBI) in the
Asian region, despite having only about 130 million square feet of buildings GBI-certified. According
to a registered GBI facilitator and director of Exergy Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Ahmad Izdihar Supaat, the
rate achieved within five years since starting in 2009 shows GBI as a very promising tool. He said
with the government’s emphasis on the green building concept and greater public awareness, more
people in Malaysia will opt for buildings that are GBI compliant.
“It is a fast growing tool in the region and with both our federal and state governments focusing on
green environment, more people will be GBI-conscious and consequently contractors will go for it
not only for economic gain but also recognition. “In Malaysia, it is voluntary unlike in Singapore and
India – two top nations in GBI rated buildings as the government(s) made it mandatory,” Ahmad told
thesundaypost after conducting a talk on GBI here on Friday.
Ahmad was confident that Miri City too will soon have its first GBI rated building, as currently
Sarawak has only two certified GBI buildings – the University College Technology Sarawak in Sibu
(GBI rated platinum – the highest accolade) and in Kuching – the Sarawak Energy’s Head Office is GBI
rated silver.
GBI certification is based on six criterias, namely energy efficiency, indoor environment quality,
sustainable site planning and management, materials and resources, water efficiency, and
innovation. GBI currently issues four levels of certification, namely normal (50 to 65 points), silver
(66 to 75 points), gold (76 to 85 points), and platinum (86 to 100 points).
Speaking at the talk organized by the Institution of Engineers, Malaysia (IEM) Miri Branch was
another GBI facilitator, Tan Hwee Yinn. Its president Steven Chin also delivered a talk. A total of 28
people attended the one-day talk to enhance their knowledge on GBI – its benefits, status and how
to achieve it and to introduce Green pages – references/experience for participants.
Read
more:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/03/22/green-buildings-catching-on-fast-inmalaysia-exergy/#ixzz3nzSlgY5k
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University College of Technology Sarawak first varsity in the world to receive highest GBI
rating (For full article click the link below)
March 6, 2015, Friday

UCTS campus building at Teng Chin Hua Road, Sibu.
SIBU: University College of Technology Sarawak (UCTS) here is to receive the Green Building Index
(GBI) Platinum rating award some time this month. Its vice-chancellor, Professor Datuk Dr Abdul
Hakim Jur said this would make UCTS the first university in the world to receive the highest rating in
GBI. “The minimum point for GBI Platinum is 86 and we’ve achieved 87 points for the international
index,” he said during a briefing in conjunction with the visit of Minister of Welfare, Women and
Family Development Datuk Fatimah Abdullah to UCTS yesterday.
GBI rating is based on six criteria – energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, sustainable site
planning and management, material and resources, water efficiency and innovation. Abdul Hakim
said among the technologies incorporated by UCTS were rainwater harvesting system for toilets and
airconditioners, double glazing glass panels to prevent heat, light emitting diodes (LED) lighting, light
and motion sensor. The university buildings used solar panels for electricity, helping reduce
electricity consumption by about 50 per cent per sq feet, he added. “We also recycle our waste
water for gardening purpose,” he pointed out.
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/03/06/university-college-of-technology-sarawakfirst-varsity-in-the-world-to-receive-highest-gbi-rating/#ixzz3nzT0dzLX
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‘Green Building Index a vital part of property devt in Miri’ (For full article click the link

below)
March 15, 2015, Sunday Cecilia Sman, reporters@theborneopost.com

Artist’s impression of Motor Court at Arcadia Square, Marina Parkcity – among the emerging
commercial projects slated for Miri city.
MIRI: It is crucial to introduce the ‘Green Building Index’ (GBI) to the local community of property
and real estate developers, as well as students, graduates and investors in view of the rapid
development seen in this city. Paul Chiew, a spokesperson for the local branch of Institution of
Engineers Malaysia (IEM), noted that there had yet to be any builder or developer here who had
their projects certified as GBI-compliant. “The Miri city has been developing rapidly over the years,
with growth in construction of hotels, apartments, malls and offices. As such, it is essential to
introduce GBI to the local community.
“Actually there are a few levels of GBI ratings; namely Platinum which is the highest, Gold, Silver and
the entry-level ‘Certified’. The University College of Technology Sarawak in Sibu was recently rated
‘Platinum’, while the Sarawak Energy Bhd’s headquarters in Kuching got ‘Silver’. “So there is much to
go, especially in Miri,” Paul told thesundaypost yesterday.
Chiew said elsewhere in the country, the Malaysian Energy Commission’s Diamond Building was also
rated ‘Platinum’. “More advanced economies such as Singapore are, of course, well ahead with
various incentives and measures to promote green concept in their properties. Buildings are among
the highest sources of greenhouse gases and as such, GBI comes as an initiative that gives greater
mileage, as far as buildings are concerned. “Besides, it is an economic proposition to developers and
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property owners. It creates that ‘Win-Win-Win’ situation – for the planet, for Miri City’s ‘Go-Green’
campaign and last but surely not least, the developers and property owners themselves,” he said.
Read more:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/03/15/green-building-index-a-vital-part-ofproperty-devt-in-miri/#ixzz3nzU9ZHgV

UCTS committed to affordable world-class education (For full article click the link below)
March 8, 2015, Sunday

UCTS aims to be the very first university in Malaysia to achieve a Green Building Index (GBI)
‘Platinum Index’ rating through its futuristically designed campus and state-of-the-art facilities.
It was established on August 8, 2012 upon receiving approval from the Ministry of Higher Education
Malaysia (now Ministry of Education). UCTS aims to be the very first university in Malaysia to achieve
a Green Building Index (GBI) ‘Platinum Index’ rating through its futuristically designed campus and
state-of-the-art facilities.
The campus incorporates planning, design and green architecture simultaneously and effectively to
create a fully integrated, comfortable, user-friendly and conducive teaching and learning
environment. Some of the green-building features incorporated are the rain-water harvesting
system, recycling of waste water for gardening use, solar photovoltaic panels for electricity
generation, as well as light and motion sensors for lighting. UCTS will also establish a
science/technology park next to UCTS main campus to support techno-entrepreneur development
and provide the high-tech infrastructure needed for industrial-based research, development and
innovation activities in collaboration with other institutions and industries in the region.
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/03/08/ucts-committed-to-affordable-worldclass-education/#ixzz3nzgLAR14
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SCORE-ing towards Sarawak’s green goals (For full article click the link below)
January 17, 2015, Saturday Yvonne Tuah bizhive@theborneopost.com
Energy efficient buildings, properties on the rise in Sarawak
Besides the constant search for ways to sustain as well as fully utilise Sarawak’s resources, there has
also been growing ‘green’ ideology amongst the state’s economic sectors. In particular, there has
been an increasing trend for the development of green buildings in Sarawak.
According to Inside Investor in its Sarawak 2013 report, there is an increased demand in Sarawak’s
property market for not just contemporary housing designs, but also green technology to
supplement them. “The global concern for managing our carbon footprint has prompted developers
in Sarawak to move towards eco-friendly housing projects at a scale that is increasingly being
noticed. “Green components of housing estates include recreational facilities such as open green
spaces and the use of energy saving devices such as solar lights for landscape,” the report said.
It added that Sarawak has an advantage because it has the resources to embark on green buildings,
such as abundant solar energy and power from its many rivers. “It is simply a matter of bringing in
the technology to make the most of these resources,” it pointed out.
Of note, Malaysia had recently implemented a Green Building Index (GBI) and it now acts as a
barometer for the niche industry, measuring just how sustainable the building site is, how energy
efficient the designs are, and whether the building materials were sourced with consideration
towards environmental impacts.
Since its launch in 2010, Inside Investor reported that Malaysia has completed 26 million square feet
of green buildings that has passed the assessment by GBI. In East Malaysia, Menara Sarawak Energy
became the first green building in East Malaysia to be awarded with Final GBI Silver Rating under the
Non-Residential Construction (NRNC) Category in 2013.
Sarawak Energy’s chief of Corporate Services Aisha Eden had commented that the intention for the
submission of the GBI certification was in line with the government’s call for sustainable
development by encouraging the construction of more green buildings in the country, designed and
operated to reduce the overall impact on the environment.
Read
more:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/01/17/score-ing-towards-sarawaks-greengoals/#ixzz3nzh9DuYO

Eversendai procures RM120 mln contract
February 10, 2015, Tuesday
KUCHING: Eversendai Corporation Bhd (Eversendai) has been appointed as the main contractor by
PKT Logistics Group of Malaysia for a project worth RM120 million. The company in a press
statement yesterday said the project is to construct PKT Logistics’ fourth generation warehouse
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dubbed the 12 Waves which will be a part of One Auto Hub in Batu Kawan, Penang. The project is
expected to begin in March and should be completed by April 2016.
One Auto Hub in Batu Kawan, Penang is expected to emerge as one of the largest automotive
logistics provider in Malaysia to cater to the needs of the automotive industry under the purview of
the Northern Corridor Implementation Authority, it said. The turnkey project will include 12 modular
warehouses in the shape of waves, a Rest and Relax (R&R) area for truckers and an office suite that
comes equipped with a covered solar parking.
Eversendai added the 12 Waves will also have an environmentally friendly rain water harvesting
feature to improve energy efficiency and consumption with PKT Logistics Group aiming to have the
building certified for the Green Building Index. Commenting on the company’s success in securing
the project, Eversendai executive chairman and group managing director Tan Sri AK Nathan said,
“Securing the 12 Waves contract marks yet another phenomenal achievement for Eversendai Group
in 2015. “Having recently bagged the structural steel works contract for DAICEC of Reliance
Industries Ltd in India and also Nas Indoor Futsal and Volleyball Arena in Dubai, winning this
Malaysian contract has come at the right time. We have established a long-standing relationship
with PKT Logistics Group, a leading logistics company in Malaysia after successfully constructing their
RM65 million warehouse in 2010 and we are pleased to note their continued confidence in
Eversendai’s ability.” Nathan added “We take great pride in flying the Malaysian flag high with our
track record in successfully executing landmark projects in the Middle Eastern and Asian region by
adapting to local cultures. “However, winning projects closer to home brings about its own
sentiments and we look forward to securing more Malaysian projects in the very near future,” he
said Additionally, Eversendai noted the 12 Waves is just the first of three phases at One Auto Hub
project valued at RM700 million, spreaded across over 70 acres (28.33 hectares) of land in Batu
Kawan, Penang.
Therefore, Eversendai acknowledged that there is a fair amount of construction projects in the
pipeline in Malaysia this year, both, in the public sector as well as private sectors such as the Mass
Rapid Transit Line 2 (MRT2), projects at Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated Development (RAPID)
in Pengerang, Johor, Warisan Tower and Tun Razak Exchange. “We are determined to strongly
position ourselves in the local market by contributing to the Malaysian economy and we shall strive
to succeed. “We are confident that we will have a positive outlook in 2015.
In the short space of two months, we have been able to secure contracts worth an estimated RM349
million and we look forward to finalising a few more projects in the next couple of months which will
sustain the faith and confidence of all our stakeholders in our capabilities and ability to deliver,”
Nathan concluded.
Read
more:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/02/10/eversendai-procures-rm120-mlncontract/#ixzz3oQEQqkG3
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Malaysia set to become regional green technology hub
July 23, 2015, Thursday
KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia will become the green technology hub in the region, judging from the
success of the previous five editions of the International Greentech and Eco Product Exhibition and
Conference Malaysia held. Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water Datuk Seri Dr Maximus
Ongkili said the response to the conference had been good, and since 2010, it had generated over
RM6 billion in green business leads. “This has spurred the growth of the green technology sector
within Malaysia and further afield through cross-country promotion and dialogues that are crucial to
the progress of this nascent sector,” he said in a statement yesterday. He also said the Prime
Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak will officially launch the 6th International Greentech and Eco
Products Exhibition and Conference Malaysia (IGEM 2015), which will be held here from Sept 9-12.
The four-day event is set to attract 50,000 visitors and 400 exhibitors from over 20 countries. To
date, some 300 booths have been taken up by 72 exhibitors, out of which 125 booths in the form of
pavilions will be occupied by leading green technology companies from Germany, Spain, the
Netherlands, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea and Singapore. Ongkili said the ministry was pleased that
IGEM 2015 would continue to be ASEAN’s foremost green technology exhibition and conference.
“We are confident that this year IGEM will once again contribute significantly to Malaysia’s socioeconomic growth.” The event, themed “Powering the Green Economy”, is organised by the Ministry
of Energy, Green Technology and Water and co-organised by Malaysian Green Technology
Corporation. It will feature exhibits that strategically focus on the green technology sectors namely
energy, transport, building, waste and water. — Bernama
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/07/23/malaysia-set-to-become-regional-greentechnology-hub/#ixzz3oQIqVqaG

Green technology: Making a move to change from fossil fuelled lifestyle
July 21, 2015, Tuesday
MELAKA: For hundred of years, humans have used fossil fuels such as coal, petrol, diesel and gas to
produce energy for their daily use, rendering a comfortable life for humans all around the world. So
it is human nature when humans find it hard to change from something that give them a
comfortable life but experts, interviewed by Bernama recently, said change must be made because
fossil fuels would not be sustainable and had devastating effects for mother earth. According to the
experts, green technology and lifestyle is a must for humans to continue their daily lives but the
question now is how to make the change easier, what must change and what must not.
India-based Environmental Management Centre executive president, Dr Prasad Modak said change
from fossil fuels dependencies to green technology could not be made directly and step-by-step plan
must be made to make the transition easier and acceptable. “The best way to let people understand
green technology and lifestyle is to demonstrate and communicate to them in explaining this so they
can understand the need to change,” he said. Modak said green pilot projects like solar panel to
generate power must be implemented so people could see for themselves the benefits of green
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technology while explanation must be made so they truly understand the technology. He said by
implementing pilot projects, people would see they had an option beside fossil fuels.
On the need to make the younger generation understood the importance of green technology and
lifestyle, he said a good education and awareness programmes was a must in schools, early
educational centres besides collaboration with non-governmental organisations and private
companies. Former Unhabitat Youth Empowerment Ecological Safety Project deputy director, Dr Tee
Ching Seng said the steps to change to green technology must take into consideration the
advancement of the technology itself. “I believe we cannot rapidly replace fossil fuels needs we have
now to green technology because green technology have not develop advanced enough to act as
replacement, so the steps to change must see what we can change and what must not,” he said.
Tee, a doctorate holder in Economic Ecology from St Petersburg Academy of Ecology and Life
Sceince Protection in Russia, said policy also played a major part to change to green technology
whereby steps must be made by policy makers to produce ‘greener policy’ to make is easier for the
people to adapt to a greener lifestyle. Nusantara Academy of Development, Geocultures and
Ethnolinguistics founder Ahmad Najib Ariffin said geographical factors must be taken into
consideration when adapting to green technology so the technology could serve the people
efficiently. — Bernama
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/07/21/green-technology-making-a-move-tochange-from-fossil-fuelled-lifestyle/#ixzz3oQJDjV6K

Malaysia aims to be Asean green technology hub
March 30, 2015, Monday
PUTRAJAYA: Malaysia aims to be the Asean green technology hub with the implementation of the
National Green Technology Policy, says Energy, Green Technology and Water Deputy Minister Datuk
Seri Mahdzir Khalid. He said the government is on the right track in developing green technology,
citing Yale University’s Environmental Performance Index in 2014 which ranked Malaysia 51st out of
178 countries globally and third in Asean after Singapore and Brunei. The index, published every two
years, quantifies the environmental performance of a country’s policies.
Mahdzir said Malaysia is aggressively moving towards high technology and knowledge-based
industries to remain internationally competitive, and his ministry plans to raise the contribution of
green technology to the economy, society and environment in the 11th Malaysia Plan. “The National
Green Technology Master Plan and Electric Mobility Action Plan also aim to ensure more effective
and systematic implementation of all initiatives, programmes and activities,” he said, adding the
country is also collaborating with South Korea and Cambodia in green technology.
However, he said, achieving the target will take time as the National Green Technology Policy was
launched only in 2009. Green technology, encompassing the energy, construction, transport, waste
management and water sectors, contributed RM7.9 billion or 0.8 per cent to gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2013, he pointed out. “Investments in these sectors totalled RM920 million, and they
generated revenue of RM33.1 billion in 2013,” he said. He said the ministry projects green
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technology’s contribution to GDP to rise to RM22.4 billion by 2020 and RM60 billion by 2030.
“Investments are expected to rise to RM28 billion by 2020 and RM86.3 billion by 2030, creating
114,590 jobs in 2020 and 211,500 jobs in 2030,” he said. He said besides foreign companies, several
Malaysian firms, including in Pahang and Selangor, are also producing photovoltaic solar panels for
the local and export markets, making Malaysia the world’s third largest producer of solar modules.
— Bernama
Read
more:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/03/30/malaysia-aims-to-be-asean-greentechnology-hub/#ixzz3oQL6wCuc

PM: Don’t view lightly climate change, global warming issues
February 26, 2015, Thursday
PUTRAJAYA: Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak yesterday warned that climate change and
global warming can no longer be viewed lightly. He said rainfall patterns in Malaysia had changed
and the country now faced prolonged draughts so much so there was water supply crisis in some
states in the middle of 2014 and at the end of the year, continuous heavy rain resulted in some of
the worst floods in decades with loss of lives and destruction of property. “As an example, the
Kelantan Drainage and Irrigation Department recorded rainfall of 1,295 millimetres from Dec 21 to
23, 2014, which is equivalent to rainfall over 64 days,” he said when chairing the Green Technology
and Climate Change Council (MTHPI) meeting here yesterday.
Najib also said the National Security Council (MKN) had confirmed the flood disaster at the end of
last year and the landlsides occuring now were linked to land clearing for agriculture and
development and land encroachment. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report
published last year by the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) and United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) had warned that mitigation measures taken were still not enough
to limit temperature increase to two degrees Celcius, he said. “This will cause serious natural
disasters in future,” he added. As such, he said, it would be apt that MTHPI, established in 2010 with
the role of drawing up the agenda on green technology and addressing climate change, meet at least
twice a year.
On green technology, the prime minister said the number for green employment created in Malaysia
had increased 38 per cent, from 61,280 in 2013 to 84,565 last year. He said green technology in
Malaysia could be the catalyst for sustainable green technology development, not only in terms of a
balanced environment, but also socially. The study on the green technology master plan, he said,
outlined five key economic sectors, namely energy, transport, buildings, waste and water. Najib said
he expected the green business, based on the platform of business as usual for the five key
economic sectors, to contribute RM12.7 billion to the country’s Gross Domestic Product in 2020 and
RM27.9 billion in 2030. “If strong commitment is given beyond business as usual in increasing green
business, it is expected green business will contribute RM22.4 billion to the GDP in 2020 and RM60
billion in 2030,” he said.
Green business based on that platform is also expected to increase opportunities in green
employment to 144,590 in 2020 and 211,500 in 2030, he added. Energy, Green Technology and
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Water Minister Datuk Seri Dr Maximus Ongkili told a media conference after the meeting that five
papers were tabled at the meeting. They included on the National Master Plan For Green
Technology from the ministry and A Roadmap of Carbon Intensity Reduction in Malaysia from the
Environment and Natural Resources Ministry. The other three papers were on the National Waste
Grid by the Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT), proposal on
creating Green-Blue Packaging Industry by SIRIM Bhd and the National Electric Mobility Blueprint
from Malaysia Green Technology Corporation. — Bernama
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/02/26/pm-dont-view-lightly-climate-changeglobal-warming-issues/#ixzz3oQMPHYwq

Green Tech may contribute up to RM70 bln to GDP by 2020
June 29, 2015, Monday
KUALA LUMPUR: The green technology sector has the potential to contribute up to RM70 billion to
the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) by 2020, says Malaysian Green Technology Corporation
(GreenTech Malaysia) chief executive officer Ir Ahmad Hadri Haris. The sector would continue to
offer the opportunity to develop the national economy in a sustainable manner through the
deployment of climate mitigation strategies and actions, he said in the corporation’s 2014 annual
report. These positive interventions are expected to reduce national carbon emission to 196.5
million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2eq) by 2020 and 248 MtCO2eq by 2030. “The Green
Technology Master Plan (GTMP)’s proposed targets will see the nation surpass the target set in 2009
of achieving a 40 per cent reduction in carbon emissions intensity of GDP by 2020, based on 2005
levels,” he said.
GTMP is a comprehensive guide towards achieving the objectives as set out in the National Green
Technology Policy 2009, focused on five key sectors namely energy, transport, building, waste
management and water management. Moving forward, Ahmad Hadri said accelerating the adoption
of green technology would remain a priority for the country as Malaysia worked towards
establishing itself as a Green Community by 2030. “GreenTech Malaysia is optimistic that the
outlook for the green sector remains bright,” he said, adding that it would also grow rapidly to
become one of the key contributors to Malaysia’s socio-economic growth. — Bernama
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/06/29/green-tech-may-contribute-up-to-rm70bln-to-gdp-by-2020/#ixzz3oQNGUETX

Ministry confident of RM1.2 billion deals from IGEM 2015 — Ongkili
September 12, 2015, Saturday
KUALA LUMPUR: The Ministry of Energy, Green Technology and Water is confident the sixth
International Greentech and Eco Products Exhibition and Conference Malaysia 2015 (IGEM 2015)
would rake in RM1.2 billion in business deals despite the current economic situation. Its Minister,
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Datuk Seri Dr Maximus Johnity Ongkili, said the optimism was based on expectation of a higher
interest from foreign companies, driven by the cheaper cost of doing business in the country. “The
fact that the ringgit is declining makes it cheaper to do business here for foreign companies,” he told
reporters after the launch of IGEM 2015 by Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak yesterday.
The four-day event, organised by the ministry, started on Sept 9. The region’s largest green
technology business and innovation platform is themed ‘Powering the Green Economy’. The seventh
edition of the event is scheduled to be held on Oct 5-8 next year. To-date IGEM has recorded
approximately RM6 billion in business deals, of which RM1.6 billion were recorded last year.
Meanwhile, Ongkili said, efforts had been put in many areas in the last five years to achieve the
vision of making green technology the next key driver of economic growth. However, he said, such
efforts required a transformational approach that sought cooperation and collaboration from both
the public and the private sector. “Mindset change among the people at all level is vital in elevating
our green agenda further and to achieve improved quality of life,” he said.
Green technology businesses are forecast to contribute over RM22 billion to the gross domestic
product by 2020 and RM60 billion by 2030. Investment in green technology is estimated to reach
RM28 billion by 2020 and RM86 billion by 2030. — Bernama
Read more: http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/09/12/ministry-confident-of-rm1-2-billion-dealsfrom-igem2015-ongkili/#ixzz3oQfvCuhu
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